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                    Precision Planting

                

                
                    GBGI ag solutions - inventor and designer of the parallel arm

                    
                        GBGI has been manufacturing agricultural products for over two decades now and with this much experience behind us we’re confident that we will provide growers with premium agricultural solutions that will improve their processes.
                    

                     We don’t sell our products because we spend all our time ensuring that each assembly and product that leaves our site is ready to provide you with stronger and more efficient agricultural equipment.
                    

                     If you’re interested in purchasing our products, find your local dealer today.
                    

                

            

        

    



    

    
        
            
                
                    Stronger and more efficient agricultural products

                

                GBGI manufactures and assembles all our products in-house to ensure the quality is always high. We want to show growers like you that the components on your machines should always be of premium quality to not only improve your machine's life span but decrease costly downtime. 

                Take a closer look at three of our specialist products that are manufactured on-site at GBGI.
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            [bookmark: gbgi-parallel-arms]GBGI Parallel Arms

            GBGI Parallel Arms were made in the USA and were also designed and invented by GBGI. Our parallel arms are built to last and to keep your row units tight and in the ground.


When we developed this agricultural product, we wanted to make sure it was made to stand the test of time and be a reliable component for growers in the US.


Our parallel arm is designed so the inner bushing is made from a lighter material than the outer bushing. This means that the wear point is shifted to the inner bushing, so you know that this will always be the bushing that needs replacing.


This design makes maintenance quick and easy for growers and helps reduce any downtime. 

What are the features?

	Made from high-strength steel and high-strength ductile iron
	Has a shoulder bolt to properly seat bushings on the shaft and prevent wear and tear
	Fine threads for improved clamping
    
	Precision machined, hardened, inner bushing that’s designed to be the wear point
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            If you’re tired of having to replace your opener assembly every season, then the heavy-duty cast opener assembly by GBGI is what your farm needs.


Made here in the USA, our heavy-duty cast opener assembly will outlast all the other equipment you plant with thanks to its robust and impressive design.


The enhanced ductile iron bearing is cast and machined in the USA, and the assembly includes a strong steel blade and a premium PEER double-row sealed ball bearing


Eliminate expensive downtime and maximize your yield every year by investing in the heavy-duty cast opener assembly. 

What are the features?

	Large rivets that prevent shearing under an increased load and speed
	Precision machining that helps minimize runout
	Solid steel press fit dust cap that ensures all the bearings are protected from dirt and debris
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            The gauge wheel is manufactured in the USA on-site at our workshop. We only use the best US materials to ensure every single wheel arm is made to the highest quality possible.


The gauge wheel arm is the number one wear point on planters, so we had to test our skills and manufacture the sturdiest and most reliable wheel arm possible.


Our arm will stand the test of time and help reduce any annoying and expensive downtime during planting season. 

What are the features?

	Shoulder bolt to properly seat bearings on shaft 
	Single row bearing and double row bearing for improved rotation performance
	High strength ductile iron casting
    
	Hardened arm to prevent wear over time
    
	Precision machined metal spacer to improve premium bearing performance
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                [bookmark: become-a-dealer]Are you a Premier Dealer for Precision Planting?

                Do you want to become a GBGI dealer?

                We’re always looking to expand our dealer network so get in touch with us today to learn more about becoming a dealer for our products.
                

                GET IN TOUCH
            

        

    

    
        

        
            

    Design and manufacture a superior assembly -
        grow with us and unlock your full planting potential.
    




    ASK US ABOUT OEM SOLUTIONS
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